
                                             
Self Declaration 

(Form to be completed by the participant. A parent/guardian must sign for minors (under 18)) 

 

Name of Trip/Trek: ___________________________________ Date of Trip/Trek: __________________ 

 

Name:  ______________________________________________ 

Age:  _________ 

Mobile No:  _________________________ 

 

In the Declaration of Risk Acceptance, HIKE2HEAVEN informs all about the risks taken on any 

mountain activities, and the participant declares to be aware of the risks. 

The declaration is not a disclaimer, as we understand that this responsibility is what justifies and 

supports the contracting of our services: 

1) In recognition of the inherent risks of the activity in which I will engage, I confirm that I am physically and mentally capable 
of participating in the activity. My participation is voluntary and I will assume financial responsibility for personal injury, 
accidents, illness and damage to or loss of personal property as the result of any incident or accident that may occur. 

2) I understand that this release relates to all claims and liability during or after the trip resulting from a pre-existing medical 
condition. I accept full responsibility for any omissions or errors or any non-compliance’s in the medical details provided in the 
Registration Form. 

3) As it is likely that in outdoor events weather must be considered, if conditions are such that we have to change arrangements 
we will not be able to provide any sort of refund. If there are any other circumstances including but not limited to riot, political 
unrest, natural or other disaster, terrorist activity, and we have to cancel a trek as a result of these circumstances, we will not 
be able to provide any sort of refund. 

4) If the behaviour of any trekker is likely to cause distress or harm to themselves, fellow Trekkers or organizing team, the 
Trek Leader reserves the right to terminate their trip at any time and they will have to make their own arrangements; we will 
not be liable for any expenses incurred as a result. We will not entertain any claims arising due to such action. 

5) If for any reason you have to leave the trip early, you will not be entitled to any refund. We will not be liable for any expenses 
incurred to you as a result. However, we will try with our best of capabilities to make arrangements that you can return to the 
nearest trek base or to a motor able road safely. All expenses arising due to evacuation is to be borne by you. 

6) The trekker/customer has to bear all the expenses which may arise in case of any medical exigency or emergency condition. 

I hereby declare that I have read all the disclaimer terms and my participation in this Adventure 
trek/trip is completely voluntary, and I am fully aware of the risk involved. I will not hold Hike2Heaven 
wholly or partly responsible in case of any accident, illness, injury or death on this trek/trip. 

Date: _______________ 

Place: _______________                                                                                  Participant Signature                                                                              

Emergency Contact Number: _________________                               (Parent/Guardian in case of minors)                                                                

                                                                                                     

 

HIKE2HEAVEN 
www.hike2heaven.com 

Contact Us: 

6396652153 
6396652153 

9756245146 

More Information: 

6396652153 
www.hike2heaven.com 

6396652153 
info@hike2heaven.com 

Don’t Dream it. Trek It.                                                                                                                          

 


